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LIVING NATURE WORKING

LIVING AND WORKING  
IN HARMONY WITH NATURE

wohnofficeT7 also embodies the fascinating qualities of real wood. Using the power and beauty of 

nature as a source of inspiration and working with focus, while feeling at home – solid wood furniture 

by TEAM 7 creates unique working environments in your own four walls. The natural allure and warm 

feel of the oiled wooden surfaces create an atmosphere where concentration, communication and 

relaxation are part of everyday creative living. 

Living and working in harmony with nature: wohnofficeT7 is much more than a practical home office.  

It stands for the genuine combination of home, nature and work – for creating a new living area.  

Specially developed wohnofficeT7 typologies offer home office concepts that reflect the diverse 

framework conditions – whether perfectly integrated into an open-plan living space or as an 

independent, fully-fledged office. TEAM 7’s enormous range of products across all living areas  

offers you unique, individual planning and implementation options.

Find out more about  

wohnofficeT7! 

qr.team7-home.com/ 
wohnoffice-short-video-szg

PERFECT ANALYSIS – PERFECT FURNITURE PLANS
wohnofficeT7 offers a ground-breaking approach to designing home office areas. It puts people and their health in the 

spotlight. The technical and ergonomic requirements are determined by the duration and type of work. Together with home 

office expert Kai Stania, we did an in-depth analysis of people’s changing needs and developed a comprehensive wohnofficeT7 

checklist (p. 17/18) that lays the foundation for holistic planning. Visit your TEAM 7 specialist dealer and design your 

individual home office concept that redefines working from home with help from TEAM 7's enormous range of products. 

Carefully considered design, innovative technology, living comfort and pure solid wood: that’s wohnofficeT7.

http://qr.team7-home.com/wohnoffice-short-video-szg
http://qr.team7-home.com/wohnoffice-short-video-szg
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Find out more about the 

pisa mobile pedestal! 

qr.team7-home.com/ 
pisa-desk-container-gif

pisa mobile pedestal
The pisa mobile pedestal is designed  

to match the desk, with drawer fronts in  

solid wood, leather or natural leather.  

The top drawer can be locked. The pull-out  

organiser made of solid wood ensures 

everything is kept tidy and easy to find.

fig. left and below: pisa mobile pedestal
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fig. below: pisa desk

pisa desk
The diagonal lifting column creates a dynamic appearance 

and means that the pisa desk can be electrically adjusted to 

any height from 67–115 cm. On request, pisa can be fitted or 

retrofitted with a top unit including shelves and optional LED 

light strip. The back panel wraps gently around the sides and 

can be planned in all TEAM 7 fabric and leather colours – 

matching the TEAM 7 chairs.

pisa desk | lui office swivel chair

Find out more about  

the pisa desk! 

qr.team7-home.com/
video-pisa-desk

Clear aesthetics, professional features, pure solid wood.  
pisa combines the modern home office with a natural lifestyle  

where home and work blend perfectly into one.
designer: Kai Stania

drawermedia flip topcable outlet

http://qr.team7-home.com/pisa-desk-container-gif
http://qr.team7-home.com/pisa-desk-container-gif
http://qr.team7-home.com/video-pisa-desk
http://qr.team7-home.com/video-pisa-desk
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atelier desk
The height-adjustable atelier desk enables an ergonomic working 

position for people of any height. The cables conveniently disappear 

in the cable outlet of the table top and integrated cable channel. The 

practical cubus mobile pedestal offers useful storage space. The girado 

swivel chair with its superior seating comfort is the perfect companion 

when working from home.

fig. left: atelier desk | cubus mobile pedestal | girado chair and swivel chair (fig. below)
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In a refreshingly light-footed and simple way, the filigno 
writing desk combines analogue storage space with the 

technical convenience and benefits of the digital age.
designer: Sebastian Desch

fig. right: filigno writing desk | grand lui office swivel chair

filigno writing desk
The filigno writing desk is ideal for the modern home office, 

with smart technology on the inside that means it can be used 

as a fully-fledged workstation. The pull-out desktop allows 

convenient access to the functional interior and in its extended 

position creates legroom so that you can sit comfortably.  

The metal frame base echoes the delicate lines of the  

wooden casing, and provides extra space for your feet.

SW NBEBSG SM

extendable 

desktop

power &    

USB ports

cable outlet

QI charging station pen tray & 

secret compartment

leather-covered  

storage shelf

metal colours 

Find out more about 

the filigno writing desk! 

qr.team7-home.com/ 
filigno-writing-desk

http://qr.team7-home.com/filigno-writing-desk
http://qr.team7-home.com/filigno-writing-desk
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sol solo piece
Beautifully neat design and practical versatility 

make sol the perfect companion in all living 

areas. sol’s leather-covered writing surface 

can be extended and clicks into place at the 

two end positions. When pulled out, it offers 

additional space for sitting comfortably as well 

as convenient access to the functional interior.

sol provides power to various devices with a 

power socket, USB port and an innovative  

QI charging technology for the wireless 

charging of smartphones and tablets. Boxes 

for essentials, milled pen trays and a secret 

compartment make organisation easier.

sol is a stylish and extremely versatile companion  
for everyday life. Real wood, finest materials and 
state-of-the-art technology.
designer: Sebastian Desch

Find out more about  

the sol solo piece! 

qr.team7-home.com/sol-
smart-solo-piece-video

fig.: sol solo piece with top unit

http://qr.team7-home.com/sol-smart-solo-piece-video
http://qr.team7-home.com/sol-smart-solo-piece-video
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AN OFFICE  
THAT DISAPPEARS AT THE  

PRESS OF A BUTTON.
it́ s a tree story.

fig. left: cubus writing desk

cubus writing desk 
When closed, the cubus writing desk integrates 

stylishly into the living area as an elegant chest 

of drawers and transforms into a fully-fledged 

home office when required – perfect for individual 

wohnofficeT7 planning. In the version with a monitor 

lift, the cubus writing desk even offers continuously 

variable height adjustment for your screen. Behind 

the hinged doors there is practical storage space for 

your PC, printer and other office equipment.

fig. right: cubus desk | cubus mobile pedestal 

magnum cantilever chair

cubus desk
The cubus desk is reduced to the essential. And yet 

it offers so many possibilities: numerous widths and 

lengths, not to mention different add-on tables and 

even corner solutions. It can be extended flexibly and 

adjusted perfectly to your needs and requirements.

sidekick side table | lift coffee table
The innovative shape of the sidekick table playfully combines 

both design and convenience. You can lay it down as a practical 

coffee table or stand it up to make a sophisticated side table. 

The height-adjustable lift coffee table adapts flexibly to 

your needs. The optional electric height adjustment offers 

maximum handling convenience. 

fig. left: sidekick side table 

fig. below: lift coffee table

Find out more about  

the lift coffee table! 

qr.team7-home.com/ 
lift-coffee-table-video

continuously  

height adjustable

39.5 cm

75.5 cm

Find out more about  

the filigno coffee table! 

qr.team7-home.com/ 
filigno-coffee-table

fig. left: filigno coffee table with step function

filigno coffee table
Thanks to its sophisticated technology, 

the table top of the filigno coffee table 

rises to a height of 64 cm – perfect for 

having a snack while watching TV or for 

working from home.

step function to 

raise the table top

http://qr.team7-home.com/lift-coffee-table-video
http://qr.team7-home.com/lift-coffee-table-video
http://qr.team7-home.com/filigno-coffee-table
http://qr.team7-home.com/filigno-coffee-table
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facing across the room

There is plenty of space for the home office, possibly 

even a separate room. Optionally, bookshelves can also 

separate the area visually from the living space. The 

office is used for full-time work and this is made quite 

clear. It links openly to the surrounding area, allowing 

free rein for your thinking.

facing the wall

Placing the desk against the wall is an efficient way 

to integrate the workspace into the room and makes 

it easy to connect technological equipment. Planning 

solutions in the corner of the room take the specific 

characteristics of the location into account. Generous 

features and a quiet background for the screen enable 

focused work for many hours.

invisible office

The office is discreetly integrated into its surroundings  

and largely invisible, so that the living space still feels 

like home and is not compromised by a sense of office 

atmosphere. Sophisticated furniture offers the necessary 

storage space and versatile functions, which only 

reveal their purpose in use and remain stylishly in the 

background after the work is done.

multifunctional areas

There is no room for an office, or a conscious  

decision has been made not to allocate living space to 

one. Multifunctional furniture is used temporarily for 

office activities or, for example, as a place for children 

to do schoolwork.

WOHNOFFICET7 TYPOLOGIES
With wohnofficeT7, everyone can choose for themselves where and how they work – whether they are 

sending the odd email, doing a bit of internet banking or need a fully equipped home workspace. Based 

on the wohnofficeT7 checklist (p. 17/18), we have developed four typologies that reflect a range of different 

circumstances and home situations. These are the starting point for the individual planning of the home 

office area, taking account of spatial, technical and personal requirements.

TYPE 1 TYPE 3TYPE 2 TYPE 4
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cubus pure sideboard
The cubus pure sideboard 85 has been specially 

developed for wohnofficeT7. Its height has been 

designed to allow the user to access the top 

section while remaining seated in an office chair 

in an ergonomically comfortable position. A power 

socket which includes USB ports gives greater 

flexibility for power supply to mobile devices.

fig. left: cubus pure sideboard

cubus shelves
The cubus shelf system can be planned 

as desired in terms of width and height. 

Numerous wood types and glass colours 

and the interplay between open shelves 

and fronts with various types of opening 

allow us to create individualised furniture 

plans that are perfectly tailored to the 

architectural context and personal 

requirements for your home office.

fig. right: cubus shelves

Find out more about the 

graphic design element! 

qr.team7-home.com/ 
graphic-design-element

graphic design element
graphic’s clever arrangement 

of shelves and dividers creates 

an exciting look. With its flexible 

applications, this design element 

opens up a wide range of possibilities 

in the home office: as a solo piece 

or as a room divider, vertical or 

horizontal, standing upright on the 

floor or attached to the wall.

fig. right: graphic design element

Find out more about the  

cubus pure sideboard! 

qr.team7-home.com/cubus-
pure-occasional-furniture

HOW MANY PEOPLE WILL USE THE WOHNOFFICET7?

WHERE WILL THE WOHNOFFICET7 BE?

HOW MUCH TIME ON AVERAGE DO YOU EXPECT TO SPEND IN YOUR WOHNOFFICET7?

WHAT SORT OF ACTIVITIES WILL THE WOHNOFFICET7 BE USED FOR?

several hours per day several hours on some days of the week only an hour or two at a time

video conferences

dining room

screen-based work

living room

phone calls homework

other:

bedrooms guest room kids’ room

other:separate room

WHAT KIND OF HARDWARE IS NEEDED IN THE WOHNOFFICET7?

PC including screenlaptop printer loudspeakers

other devices:

CHECKLIST

wohnofficeT7 checklist – 

download now! 

qr.team7-home.com/
wohnoffice-checklist

http://qr.team7-home.com/graphic-design-element
http://qr.team7-home.com/graphic-design-element
http://qr.team7-home.com/cubus-pure-occasional-furniture
http://qr.team7-home.com/cubus-pure-occasional-furniture
http://qr.team7-home.com/wohnoffice-checklist
http://qr.team7-home.com/wohnoffice-checklist
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HOW MUCH SPACE IS AVAILABLE (IN METRES)?

WHICH WOHNOFFICET7 TYPOLOGY DO YOU PREFER?

WILL YOU NEED BESPOKE DESIGNS (E.G. FOR SLOPED CEILINGS)?

DO YOU NEED STORAGE SPACE?

length width height

noyes

WHICH WOHNOFFICET7 FURNITURE DO YOU LIKE?

WHAT TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS DO YOU HAVE?

shelvesmobile pedestal sideboard

LANpower supply wireless LAN

type 1:  

facing across the room

type 2:  

facing the wall

type 3:  

invisible office

type 4:  

multifunctional areas

girado chair
A three-dimensional backrest in solid wood 

gives the girado chair an almost sculptural 

appeal while at the same time providing first 

class seating comfort. It comes optionally also 

in an upholstered version in leather. The seat 

height can be adjusted from 44-57 cm.

fig.: girado chair

lui | lui plus | grand lui office swivel chair
The lui office swivel chair with castors for hard or  

soft floors is height adjustable from 45-56 cm and,  

with its 3D movement technology, enables active sitting  

that is easy on the back. The office swivel chair is also 

available in the design options lui plus and grand lui.

fig. from L to R: lui, grand lui and lui plus office swivel chair



TEAM 7 Natürlich Wohnen GmbH 

phone +43 7752 977-700 | e-mail info@team7.at | www.team7-home.com 

Austria | 4910 Ried/Innkreis | Braunauer Straße 26

media owner: TEAM 7 Natürlich Wohnen GmbH, A-4910 Ried i. I.

manufacturer: Samson Druck GmbH, A-5581 St. Margarethen
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